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INFRARED CABINS



KEEP INNER BALANCE

We perform in the office, for our kids, for our 

home. To continue doing our best we need to 

keep our balance. Therefore, remove uncom-

fortable clothing, close the glass door behind 

you and choose an inspiring song or enjoy a 

few moments of silence. 

Let the heat take effect. You can relax now.
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR HEALTH
Wellness at home finds its way into your own 
four walls with b-intense® infrared cabins. Into 
rooms that you enjoy using, where you can 
rewind and feel comfortable. Our goal is to take 
the positive effect of warming sunlight home. 
Take your time, relax and enjoy the soothing 
warmth. Join us for a tour into the world of  
b-intense® infrared cabins. Taking care of your-
self is the best investment.

Let’s walk this path together.

Birgit Weberndorfer
CEO of b-intense®
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YOUR JOURNEY STARTS NOW
FEELING GOOD. From hair to the little toe. This is what we want and what we can achieve. You sup-
port your own well-being with an active and balanced lifestyle. Enjoy the calm of the forest, inhale 
the fresh air and stop worrying about schedules.
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GATHER 
ENERGY
EVERYDAY LIFE IS BUSY. Family, 
friends, work, the own four walls. 
All these things need to be taken 
care of. Despite all the challenges 
we should not forget about one 
thing: our own well-being. Physical 
activities promote a healthy body. 
Resting periods are important. This 
is where we come into play: with 
a b-intense® infrared cabin you can 
combine the important me-time, 
physical regeneration and energy 
for tomorrow.
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A PIECE OF AUSTRIA
JUMPING INTO A COLD LAKE. This supports vitality. And just as Austrian lakes 
are known for their bathing pleasure, rich colours and a break from everyday life, so 
are our b-intense® infrared cabins. This piece of furniture provides soothing infrared 
warmth and relaxation. You haven’t tried it yet? It’s about time.
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Warmth has been used in medical science suc-
cessfully for thousands of years to soothe vari-
ous symptoms.

Infrared radiation is the range of electro-ma-
gnetic waves that is below the red end of the 
visible light spectrum. The infrared spectrum, 
which we cannot see, is in the wavelength ran-
ge from 780 nm to 1,000,000 nm (nanomet-
res) Due to its warming and beneficial effect, 
infrared radiation is often referred to as “heat 
radiation”.

CONTACT-FREE TRANSFER THROUGH THE SKIN
Infrared radiation strikes our skin without con-
tact and is converted into perceivable heat at 
the skins surface. The temperature increase 
does neither occur through skin contact with 
a heat source like it does when leaned against 
a tiled stove, nor is it due to hot ambient air, 
as in most conventional saunas. The ambient 
temperature in a b-intense® infrared cabin is at 
pleasant 27-37°C (thermo-neutral zone). The 
infrared treatment is as gentle as its effect.
 

INTENSIVE PRESPIRATION AND 
BENEFICIAL EFFECT
By applying heat to the skin, the blood flow 
to the connective tissue and musculature can 
be rapidly increased and the circulation is sti-
mulated. Muscle cramps and tensions can be 
relieved. We start to perspire intensely. The me-
tabolism can be stimulated, supporting weight 
loss. Regular use of a b-intense® infrared cabin 
can lead to increased well-being, improved re-
sistance and promotes your health.

MILD STRESS WITHIN THE 
THERMO-NEUTRAL ZONE
Only in the thermoneutral zone (for a resting, 
unclothed adult approx. 27–37°C ambient 
temperature) our body’s heat loss and heat pro-
duction functions are in balance. The heat flow 
to the body’s core which, as in a b-intense®  
infrared cabin, ideally occurs through the back, 
is tolerated and the supplied heat can be gra-
dually spread from the body’s core to the body 
shell, from inside to outside. The whole body is 
gently heated from the inside. 

B-INTENSE® INFRARED RADIATION
LIKE A SHORT VACATION WITH LONG-TERM EFFECT

Fig. Source reference: Klinke, R.; Pape, 

H-C.; Kurtz, A.; Silbernagel, S.:  

Physiologie Lehrbuch: 6th edition, 2010, 

Thieme Verlag, Stuttgart; p.501
in a warm settingin a cold setting

37 ° C

36 ° C

32 ° C

28 ° C

34° C

31° C
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For more information visit www.b-intense.at/eu 

My Advantages > b-intense effect

FURTHER RELIEVE 

SKIN CONDITIONS

HELP WITH 

WEIGHT LOSS

STRENGTHEN THE IMMUNE 

SYSTEM AND INCREASE 

YOUR WELL-BEING

STIMULATE THE

METABOLISM

RELEASE TENSION IN NECK 

AND BACK

PROMOTE BLOOD CIRCULA-

TION IN THE SPINAL 

MUSCULATURE

PRODUCE INTENSE 

PERSPIRATION

Soothing heat supply 
on a regular basis in a 
b-intense® infrared ca-
bin can:
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WHY WE HAVE THE 
BEST INFRARED 

The modern and highly hygienic b-intense® in-
frared radiators are an advanced development 
of the classical red therapy lamp.  The heat from 
the patented b-intense® infrared radiators is not 
only soothing, it also shows a healthy effect. The 
whole body is warmed through control of the 
heat regulation. Therefore, perspiration intensi-
fies and comforting effects on musculature and 
metabolism show.

IN SHORT TERMS
Essentially there are shortwave (heats the body 
that is exposed to the radiation), mediumwave 
and longwave (heats the ambient air) infrared. 
The b-intense® full spectrum infrared radiator 
includes all three infrared areas since the skin 
absorbs the varying infrared wavelengths diffe-
rently. This simulates the natural sunrays. Com-
pared to this effect, the cheap ceramic radiators 
you can get in the store have more in common 
with a conventional heater.
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With its components manufactured in 

Austria, the b-intense® infrared radiator was 

awarded an Austrian patent for its special 

and hygienic build, which also complies with 

high design standards.

PATENTED
INFRARED RADIATORS

Dr. Andreas Zimmermann 

Developer of the patented 

b-intense® infrared radiator

“The new b-intense® infrared radiator provides 
the user with a modern, reduced design inside 
the cabin, aside from the healthy infrared effect. 
With this new radiator we can offer elegance in 
the cabin for the first time and move away from 
grids, bars, bolts and mere purposive structures. 
Our special innovation is the adhesion of the fil-
ter glass with the radiator case, which enables 
the radiator, the centrepiece and impact source, 
to stay 100% hygienic and clean.“
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For more information visit www.b-intense.at/eu

My Advantages > b-intense® Infrared Technology
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TECHNOLOGY FACTS
EFFECT, DESIGN AND HYGIENE ON A HIGH LEVEL

FULL SPECTRUM INFRARED LIGHT
The source of the b-intense® infrared radiation 
is a full-spectrum infrared light inside the hea-
ter. The light is positioned in front of a mirrored 
aluminium reflector, which distributes the heat 
radiation differently depending on the position 
(back or front). The infrared radiation thus co-
vers the full infrared spectrum within the ran-
ges on infrared A, B and C.

SIT DOWN, SWITCH IT ON, ENJOY
b-intense® infrared cabins heat up very quick-
ly due to the full-spectrum heaters used and 
reach the desired operating temperature in a 
short time. They can be used spontaneously at 
a moment’s notice.
 
FRAMELESSLY HYGIENIC
A special design feature of the b-intense® 
full-spectrum heater is the frameless bonded fil-
ter glass, which allows a smooth finish to the 
rear wall of the cabin. A flat glass sheet with 
no frame or screw enables easy cleaning with a 
spotless and hygienic result.

PLEASANT RED LIGHT
The high-grade Robax glass of the b-intense® 
infrared heater reduces the visible portions of 
the infrared light, which are too bright. As a 
result, in addition to the infrared radiation, a 
pleasant red glow passes through the glass, 
supporting the well-being.

COORDINATED PERFORMANCE
Compared to the front region, due to the proxi-
mity to the body, a less powerful infrared heater 
is used in the back. The back heater allows the 
heat to enter the body via the spine area. The 
stronger front heater additionally ensures plea-
sant temperatures during your infrared session.

OUTSTANDING DURABILITY
b-intense® infrared heaters have an exceptio-
nally long service life. The infrared light inside 
the b-intense® heater comes with a 10-year 
warranty.

Your safety is important to us! All units of the  

b-intense® infrared cabins including the full spectrum 

radiators are inspected by independent institutes and 

approved to be safe. Therefore, you can appreciate 

infrared without hesitation and enjoy soothing, 

effective warmth.

b-intense® GmbH is certified according 

to ISO13485 standard and meets the 

requirements for quality management of 

the design, development and production as well as 

assembly and maintenance of medical devices.
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The b-control infrared controls  

are a b-intense® innovation and  

are manufactured in Austria.
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EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
WITH THE B-CONTROL PANELS

INDIVIDUAL INFRARED CONTROL
The b-control control panels have a very mo-
dern and advanced look. The control panels are 
very flat, operated by a simple touch and offer 
an astonishing range of functions. All functions 
of the b-intense® infrared cabins are operated 
using the infrared controls: infrared heater 
(individually controllable), LED coloured light, 
music, fresh air system and under-foot heating. 
Via the program button users can select from 
five different automatic program sequences. 
These include the popular applications BACK 
and WEIGHT LOSS. 

CONTROL EACH RADIATOR INDIVIDUALLY
It’s a b-intense® innovation – every radiator is 
controlled separately and individually. Everyone 
experiences heat differently. Some may think it’s 
not enough, while others need less heat.

100% 75%

50% 25%

B-INTENSE® MOMENTS APP –
WAVE BOREDOM GOODBYE
In addition to the easy control of all cabin func-
tions via b-intense®s App on your smartphone or 
tablet you can also use a wide variety of enter-
tainment features: playlists, videoclips, health 
tips and - for young and young-at-heart users 
- social media. You can keep track of your health 
benefits with a personal statistic.
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B-INTENSE® 
PROGRAMS
INFRARED PROGRAMS 

FOR YOUR NEEDS

b-intense® infrared cabins can be operated in-
dividually. The power of the infrared heater and 
the under-foot heating can be individually regu-
lated in 10% increments. The accessory appli-
cations - LED coloured light, music and aroma 
bath – can also be used whenever you wish. 
Additionally, a b-intense® infrared cabin offers 
five infrared programs, from which the user can 
select the perfect program sequence, according 
to your mood and time management. Starting 
at a short heat load, revitalising and regenerati-
on to the classics back and weight loss.

Now you decide on your 

favourite infrared program, 

whether you choose to listen 

to music or just close your 

eyes and enjoy the silence. 

In any case you will be com-

fortably leaned back on cosy 

backrests.

HEAT LOAD
As preparation for exercise or a subse-
quent therapy (e.g. massage).

  15 min

REVITALISING
An intense heat impact in the back area 
activates your organism for more vita-li-
ty and energy for the day.

  23 min

BACK
The extended and soothing program 
to relieve tensions in the back.

  44 min

REGENERATION
To revive and recover, for inner peace 
following exertion, stress and hectic. 

  45 min

WEIGHT LOSS
To support diets and aid in losing 
weight through increased meta-bo-
lism.

  51 min

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM
Your favourite program is not inclu-
ded? Just adjust it to your own needs. 

  individual
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ME-TIME
WHAT DOES LUXURY MEAN TO YOU?  
Leaning back, no time schedule, just owning 
a moment? Our time is strongly limited by our 
many tasks and hobbies. Taking the necessary 
resting time is crucial to cope with everyday life.
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FOR ALL SENSES
FULL EQUIPMENT AT B-INTENSE®

SEATING AREA DELUXE
A comfortable seating position is important, no matter the body 
size. The adjustable backrests are upholstered with high-quality 
special artificial leather and padded. The soft hygienic material 
adds to the seating comfort during infrared application.

COLOURED LIGHT*
Light affects our mood and supports the general well-being.
Colours can have a brightening effect on our mind and can 
even strengthen the immune system. The elegant light bar is 
placed directly on the cabin ceiling and spreads the chosen co-
loured light. What colour do you feel like? 

MUSIC*

Most of us can’t imagine a life without music.
Some relax with classical music, others enjoy listening to po-
dcasts or audiobooks. Two speakers are embedded in the ca-
bin surface and support ideal sound, whether you start music 
from the SD card or from your USB stick, use Bluetooth or 
another function of your choice.

AROMA APPLICATION*

A pleasant fragrance completes your b-intense® infrared treat-
ment, creating an even more relaxing atmosphere. Sprinkling a 
few drops of pure essential oils in the special stainless-steel aro-
ma bowls, filled with water, is all it takes. Thanks to the warmth 
from the from heater, the fragrances quickly unfold and waft 
throughout the entire cabin.

FOOT WARMTH
To prevent cold feet, the cabin floor is equipped with a heating 
foil. Handy for those who want their feet to stay warm.

TO CONSCIOUSLY TAKE SOME TIME and enjoy it. This comes easy in a 
b-intense® infrared cabin. The health-promoting infrared cabin is upgra-
ded through our wellness additions.

* not applicable for open AIR models
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STYLISH DESIGN
THIS SUITS ME

For more information on designs visit www.b-intense.at/eu 

For more information about the designer visit www.dbgp.at 

Peter Groiss 

Productdesigner for b-intense®

The placement of the 

b-intense® full spectrum heater 

opens new possibilities for pri-

vate users as well as hoteliers 

or developers when it comes to 

hygiene and effect. 

The heater is placed on the 

back wall without screws or 

sliding rails and exposes an 

elegant black surface, which 

lights up red when starting the 

b-intense® infrared cabin and 

offers the special health-pro-

moting effect.

„I want to offer a haptic experience 
of the optic impression. Using real 
wood and a specific variety of co-
lours results in a „velvety“ feeling. 
Warm grey tones are on the pulse 
of time and everlasting at once. All 
points of user contact are thought 
through and designed accordingly. 
The handles are ergo-nomical and 
tested for different body sizes.”

Our clients not only appreciate the extraordinary effect of 
the b-intense® infrared cabins, but also the design, which 
conforms to contemporary needs. A generous constructi-
on, space for smartphone and tablet, high quality of mate-
rial – our product designer Peter Groiss promotes functio-
nality to be the core of the design.

Due to constant improvement of our products we al-
ways stay at the forefront of advancement. That is how  
b-intense® upholds its position as Austria’s leading infrared 
expert through effect, design and hygiene. Architects and 
designers utilise the modern infrared cabins to offer their 
clients a simple, relaxing and soothing daily wellness treat-
ment in their own home. 
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INVENTORS AND QUALITY

An infrared cabin is a once-in-a-lifetime investment which 
can support your health daily. But a high-quality product 
doesn’t just come into existence. Years of know-how, 
knowledge about material and machines, experience with 
heat applications, physical knowledge and a lot of attenti-
on to detail. Our daily life offers many challenges, but our 
product also needs to be upgraded regularly. Tastes change, 
legal regulations are imposed, and new ideas want to be in-
tegrated. This is only achievable in a team. Ideally, that team 
consists of experts, who are passionate about the product. 
This is how we offer infrared cabins made in Austria, which 
we can back 100%.

AUSTRIAN PRODUCT

b-intense® models are produced by hand in an Upper-Aust-
rian production facility. In-house research and development 
teams as well as our quality management keep our products 
on the cutting edge and the quality on the highest level. 
Production in Upper Austria creates jobs in the region and 
flexibility for our clients. We can easily enable adjustments 
or add leather colours for the interior. Many details are exp-
lained easier on the phone, simply call us: +43 2246 27 3 27.

Infrared technology in b-intense® Infrared cabins is a  
b-intense® development and manufactured in Austria.  
Its special implementation, user-friendliness and high  
hygienical standard form a result that fits the high esteem  
of the b-intense® models.

FROM AUSTRIA TO THE 

WHOLE WIDE WORLD

We proudly announce that 

every b-intense® cabin is 

carefully produced by hand. 

Our international clients 

appreciate this. 

The popular b-intense® 

infrared cabins are safely 

packed and shipped to Euro-

pe, Russia and via container 

transportation to Asia.

B-INTENSE®  
PRODUCTION
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INFRARED CABINS, 
THAT PERFORM AS WELL AS THEY LOOK

MAXIMIZE YOUR 

WORKOUT

The positive effect of heat applicati-
on before or after sports is proven. 
Passively warm up your muscle tis-
sue before actively exercising. This 
promotes elasticity and minimizes 
the risk of injury. Infrared applica-
tions after sport aid your muscles 
in relaxing and stimulate your tissue 
supply. Infrared heat also prepares 
your body for treatments like a mas-
sage.

IDEAL PREVENTION  

FOR COLDS

Especially in the transition period, your body 
needs optimal supply to hold off flu and other 
sicknesses. Infrared warmth promotes blood cir-
culation and therefore strengthens the immune 
system. An ideal possibility to keep your body 
healthy and heat up in the cold season. Try the 
b-intense® infrared programs REGENARATION 
and REVITALISING.
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COUNTER 

TENSIONS

Many costumers report a decrease 
in neck pain, backache and head-
ache by using a b-intense® infrared 
cabin. The infrared program BACK 
especially deals with this issue. A 
higher amount of emitted infrared 
heat enters the back musculature 
and offers relief and relaxation. As 
you see, infrared is more than just 
heat.

For more information about the effect visit 

www.b-intense.at/eu > My Advantages

POSITIVE EFFECT 

ON THE SKIN

By regular use of the infrared cabin we can 
achieve better blood circulation in the skin 
and improve the skin appearance. Warming up 
from inside keeps the volume strain on the skin 
vessels low, therefore the user can enjoy positi-
ve effects and an improved skin structure.
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FEELS GOOD AND LOOKS GOOD! 
ARMIN H., POMMELSBRUNN (DE)

B-INTENSE® OFFERED AN INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION, AND IT FITS 
PERFECTLY INTO MY BATHROOM.
COMPETITORS JUST WANTED TO SELL A STANDARDIZED BOX. 

ERWIN P., LEOPOLDSDORF

100% 
LIKE THE  
B-INTENSE® DESIGN

97% 
WERE HAPPY WITH THE 

B-INTENSE® SERVICE 

95% 
HAVE INCREASED 

THEIR WELL-BEING

IT’S A SYLISH CABIN WITH A BALANCED 
TECHNOLOGY, WHICH SERVES ALL OUR NEEDS!

WALTER R. AUS VIENNA

B-INTENSE®  WAS THE ONLY COMPANY I COULD 
FIND, WHICH COULD PROVIDE A FITTING DEVICE 
FOR MY LIMITED SPATIAL CONDITIONS!

ERICH Z., VIENNA

I CAN ONLY RECOMMEND IT. ALSO THE 
MOST BEAUTIFUL CABIN ON THE MAR-
KET, WORTH THE PRICE.

BRIGITTE ST., VIENNA

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO DO GOOD 
FOR YOUR OWN BODY AND SOUL!

CHRISTIAN M., LUSTMÜHLE (CH)

WE WOULDN’T WANT 
TO MISS OUR INFRA-
RED CABIN, SINCE IT 
SUPPORTS OUR 
GENERAL WELL-
BEING.

ULRIKE K., LINZ

I CAN „WARMLY“ RE-
COMMEND B-INTENSE® 

ANDREAS B., VIENNA

I’M ESPECIALLY IMPRESSED BY THE FAST 
READINESS OF THE CABIN. SINCE THE RADI-
ATORS ARE WARM IMMEDIATELY, I CAN USE 
THE CABIN ANYTIME.

FRANK N., STRASSHOF

A UNIQUE DESIGN.
OSWALD W., VIENNA

MY CABIN IS PLACED IN THE LIVING 
ROOM AND FITS THE MODERN INTERI-
OR PERFECTLY. FRIENDS AND FAMILY 
OFTEN VISIT AND USE THE CABIN.

THOMAS T., SIEGHARTSKIRCHEN

THE BEST INVESTMENT I 
HAVE EVER MADE!

STEFAN H., NEUDORF

AN EXCLUSIVE, MODERN INFRARED CABIN, THAT 
INTEGRATES DISCREETLY INTO THE ENVIRONMENT.

KATHRIN N., IMST
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THIS IS WHAT A TYPICAL APPLICATION 

LOOKS LIKE

One session in a b-intense® infrared cabin usually lasts between 15 and 50 minutes. The 
beneficial heat can be felt after a short time. To achieve the best results, several sessions 
a week are recommended, but a daily cleansing session is also an option. Music and co-
lour applications offer additional pleasure. The gentle effect enables reading or using an 
e-book reader during the session. 

LONG-TIME B-INTENSE® 
USERS REPORT

For back and joint pain 

To tackle stress effectively

To sweat and detoxify

In the morning, for a healthy start of the day

In the evening, to relax before sleeping 

To warm up before sports 

After exercising, to prevent sore muscles

Before a massage to relax the muscles 

B-INTENSE® USERS USE THEIR CABINS:

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>
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ZEN
FIND YOURSELF
DEEP RELAXATION, PERSONAL HARMONY

ZEN derives from Sanskrit and stands for meditation or im-
mersion. ZEN implies living in the moment, appreciating the 
moment, experiencing unison of all beings and as a result 
gaining vitality and self-restraint. Take time for yourself, let 
go and relax. Our ZEN models make this possible.
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LEAN BACK AND RELAX

Take the time-out you need. Let yourself be embraced by the upholstered high-qua-
lity lounger of the ZEN Lounge infrared cabin and recline. The reclined position en-
ables meditation or dozing off – or you can read that book you have wanted to read 
for a long time.

ZEN   |  b-intense  |  b-natural  |  AIR

Made in Austria

 ZEN LOUNGE

App-compatible control: „b-control   deluxe“ incl. indi-
vidual radiator control, intensity regu-lation and Bluetooth 
function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Coloured light: for every mood, subtle background light 
in the cabin

Music: USB stick, SD card offering relaxing music, Bluetoo-
th or AUX connection for external devices

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and bench made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable, arm rests included

Aroma application: aroma bowl made of stainless 
steel with two essential oils (soothing, stimulating)

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Noiseless ventilator 
for fresh air, temperature sensor, 
door hinge either left or right, 
armrests made of solid oak or 
with synthetic leather upholstery 
included, change of leather 
colour for additional charge.

Available in multiple colours: 
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy
Cuvo Mud
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ZEN Lounge

157 x 190 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 2 people
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ZEN

140 x 127 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 2 people
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ZEN
VELVETY FEELING THROUGH SOLID WOOD ELEMENTS

Out of the routine and into the ZEN infrared cabin. The luxurious design of the 
2-people cabin was invented especially for those who appreciate aesthetics, effect 
and quality. Take a seat, your ZEN infrared cabin supports you on your journey to 
increased well-being. Especially appealing factors are the solid oak elements, a gene-
rous central armrest with front control of the infrared cabin and the generous model 
construction.

ZEN   |  b-intense  |  b-natural  |  AIR

Made in Austria

ZEN

140 x 127 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 2 people

App-compatible control: „b-control   deluxe“ incl. indi-
vidual radiator control, intensity regu-lation and Bluetooth 
function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Coloured light: for every mood, subtle background light 
in the cabin

Music: USB stick, SD card offering relaxing music, 
Bluetooth or AUX connection for external devices

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and bench made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Aroma application: aroma bowl made of stainless 
steel with two essential oils (soothing, stimulating)

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Noiseless ventilator 
for fresh air, temperature sensor, 
door hinge either left or right, 
armrests made of solid oak or 
with synthetic leather upholstery 
for additional charge, change 
of leather colour for additional 
charge.

Available in multiple colours: 
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy
Cuvo Mud
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b-intense 1

120 x 86 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 1 person
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ZEN  |  b-intense   |  b-natural  |  AIR

Made in Austria

B-INTENSE 1
MORE ME-TIME

The development of the b-intense® range was significantly influenced by the 
trend towards an urban wellness lifestyle within one’s own four walls. The elegant  
b-intense 1 model is the fulfilment of this wish. The cabin is easily integrated into 
bedrooms and living rooms. The beneficial wellness application can be integrated in 
everyday life. Our clients have pointed out that cabins, that are positioned in regular-
ly used places, are used far more often.

App-compatible control: „b-control deluxe“ incl. 
individual radiator control, intensity regu-lation and Blue-
tooth function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Coloured light: for every mood, subtle background light 
in the cabin

Music: USB stick, SD card offering relaxing music, 
Bluetooth or AUX connection for external devices

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and bench made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Aroma application: aroma bowl made of stainless 
steel with two essential oils (soothing, stimulating)

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Noiseless ventilator 
for fresh air, temperature sensor, 
door hinge either left or right, 
armrests made of solid oak or 
with synthetic leather upholstery 
for additional charge, change 
of leather colour for additional 
charge.

Available in multiple colours:
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy
Cuvo Mud Matte 
Oak Piedmont Mocha Solid Spruce
Real Wood Veneer Oak
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B-INTENSE 2
OUR BELOVED CLASSIC

Contemporary and utilising many glass surfaces, the b-intense 2 model is a design 
solution for two people. The infrared cabin is integrated into living spaces or wellness 
rooms as a self-contained item of furniture. The model offers generous room, extra 
features to indulge your senses, and the soothing effects of infrared – to make you 
feel better.

App-compatible control: „b-control deluxe“ incl. 
individual radiator control, intensity regu-lation and Blue-
tooth function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Coloured light: for every mood, subtle background light 
in the cabin

Music: USB stick, SD card offering relaxing music, 
Bluetooth or AUX connection for external devices

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and bench made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Aroma application: aroma bowl made of stainless 
steel with two essential oils (soothing, stimulating)

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Noiseless ventilator 
for fresh air, temperature sensor, 
door hinge either left or right, 
armrests made of solid oak or 
with synthetic leather upholstery 
for additional charge, change 
of leather colour for additional 
charge.

Available in multiple colours:
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy
Cuvo Mud Matte 
Oak Piedmont Mocha Solid Spruce
Real Wood Veneer Oak

ZEN  |  b-intense   |  b-natural  |  AIR

Made in Austria
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OUR BELOVED CLASSIC

b-intense Produktlinien:   ZEN  |  b-intense   |  b-natural  |  AIR

b-intense 2

130 x 120 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 2 people
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FACE-2-FACE
SLIM WITH ROOM FOR TWO

The b-intense® infrared cabin face-2-face provides an enjoyable wellness experience 
for two. It has been specially designed for better communication and more personal 
space during an infrared treatment. This innovative variant of a two-person cabin 
also scores points for its shallow depth, therefore making it ideally suited for narrow 
spaces, but also heated discussions while sweating.

ZEN  |  b-intense   |  b-natural  |  AIR

Made in Austria

App-compatible control: „b-control deluxe“ incl. 
individual radiator control, intensity regu-lation and Blue-
tooth function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Coloured light: for every mood, subtle background light 
in the cabin

Music: USB stick, SD card offering relaxing music, 
Bluetooth or AUX connection for external devices

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and bench made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Aroma application: aroma bowl made of stainless 
steel with two essential oils (soothing, stimulating)

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Noiseless ventilator 
for fresh air, temperature sensor, 
door hinge either left or right, 
armrests made of solid oak or 
with synthetic leather upholstery 
for additional charge, change 
of leather colour for additional 
charge.

Available in multiple colours:
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy
Cuvo Mud Matte 
Oak Piedmont Mocha Solid Spruce
Real Wood Veneer Oak
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face-2-face

220 x 86 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 2 people
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Pine wood not only smells good,

it also holds a soothing and vitalizing 

effect. The essential oils in the pine 

have been proven to slow down the 

heartbeat. Manufacturing pine wood is 

sustainable, since more of it is growing 

than is processed.  With the b-intense® 

cabin you can integrate a part of nature 

into your home, which enriches your 

life. 

ZEN  |  b-intense  |  b-natural   |  AIR

Made in Austria

B-NATURAL
PINE WOOD FOR A HEALTHIER LIFE

The infrared cabin with beautiful native pine wood is not only a trend in country-style 
ambience, but also fits a contemporary home with natural materials. Based on the 
b-intense 1 model for one person and b-intense 2 for two people, this model series 
is manufactured from solid swiss pine.

App-compatible control: „b-control deluxe“ incl. 
individual radiator control, intensity regu-lation and Blue-
tooth function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Coloured light: for every mood, subtle background light 
in the cabin

Music: USB stick, SD card offering relaxing music, 
Bluetooth or AUX connection for external devices

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and bench made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Aroma application: aroma bowl made of stainless 
steel with two essential oils (soothing, stimulating)

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Noiseless ventilator 
for fresh air, temperature sensor, 
door hinge either left or right, 
armrests made of solid oak or 
with synthetic leather upholstery 
for additional charge, change 
of leather colour for additional 
charge.

Available in:
Solid Swiss Pine
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Pine 2

130 x 120 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 2 people

Pine 1
(not pictured)
120 x 86 x 200 cm
230 Volt, for 1 person
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AIR solo

125 x 78 x 143 cm
230 Volt, for 1 person
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AIR SOLO
THE SMALL ONE FOR THE BATHROOM

Far off from bulky wooden chambers, the AIR solo is open and innovative. In an ele-
gant design it conveys a new feeling of freedom for an intensive infrared experience 
in your own bathroom. Through a newly developed b-intense® infrared technology, it 
is possible to recline in the first „open air“ infrared cabin. Due to the confined space 
requirements, the cabin is perfectly suited for small bathrooms or wellness rooms.

ZEN  |  b-intense  |  b-natural  |  AIR
Made in Austria

App-compatible control: „b-control basic“ incl. 
individual radiator control, intensity regulation and 
Bluetooth function, no preheat time 

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and seat made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Surcharge for 
change of leather colour,
mirror-inverted entry possible

Available in multiple colours: 
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy
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AIR DUO & AIR EASY
INTELLIGENT SPACE-SAVERS

The AIR series models are especially popular for small rooms, bathrooms or in spaces 
with sloping roofs. Just like the bestselling model AIR solo, the 2-people-version fits 
perfectly into small, confined spaces. These infrared solutions are possible through 
the b-intense® full spectrum technology.

The AIR seat can easily be put away. 

Therefore, the smallest b-intense® 

infrared solution barely needs any 

space.

ZEN  |  b-intense  |  b-natural  |  AIR
Made in Austria

App-compatible control: „b-control basic“ for AIR duo 
incl. individual radiator control, intensity regulation
and Bluetooth function, „b-control single“ for AIR easy 
(not app-compatible, 3 infrared programs), no preheat time

5 b-intense® user programs: set up own programs via 
the b-intense® moments app

Seating Deluxe: adjustable backrests with integrated 
headrest and seat made of white synthetic 
leather – hygienic and comfortable

Warm feet: integrated heating foil in the cabin floor

In addition: Surcharge for 
change of leather colour,

Available in multiple colours: 
White Matte/Glossy
Graphite Black Matte/Glossy

* AIR duo model only
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INTELLIGENT SPACE-SAVERS

AIR duo

220 x 78 x 143 cm
230 Volt, for 1 person

AIR easy

13,8 x 76,1 x 138,7 cm
230 Volt, for 1 person
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White Matte or 

White Glossy

Cuvo Mud

Solid Spruce

Oak Piedmont Mocha

Graphite Black Matte or 

Graphite Black Glossy

Real Wood Veneer Oak

Solid Pine

COLOURS AND WOODS TO FLATTER 

YOUR INDIVIDUAL STYLE

Do you know that feeling, when you enter a living space, and ever-
ything adds up? You notice true self-realization. Enjoy the freedom 
of designing an infrared cabin that suits its purposed space. The 
red glowing b-intense® full spectrum heater with its unique effect 
stays the same, the body can be constructed out of nine woods 
and decors. 

FURTHER OPTIONS:

o 1-person cabin closed:

 All sides closed (only glass door) 

o    2-people cabin closed:

 One side closed (left or right) or both 

sides closed (only front incl. door made 

of glass)

o Inversed entry

 Models: AIR solo, b-intense 1

o Door hinge left or right (only for 2-peop-

le cabins)

o Reduction of width, depth or length on 

request

CUSTOM-MADE
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AUTHENTICITY
EXPRESS YOUR INDIVIDUALITY.

A b-intense® infrared cabin is a luxury item for those who appreciate the 
beneficial effect of heat and won’t do without contemporary designs. This 
unique combination reveals an exceptional piece of furniture with a notice-
able positive effect on your health.

b-intense® infrared cabins are produced with great care and by a master 
hand. This opens new paths to customize your desired infrared cabin. We 
can offer a selection of elegant and casual colours. Which leather colour 
harmonizes with your living room?

Greybeige

Night Black

Burgundy Red

Edelweiss White
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For big and small users: Adjust the 
backrest to your body size.
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STANDORTE & KONTAKT

V i e n n a  ·  M o s c o w  ·  T a i p e i

b-intense® Head Office

Am Jungfernberg 17
2201 Gerasdorf bei Wien, Austria
Tel +43 2246 27 3 27
office@b-intense.at
www.b-intense.at/eu

b-intense® International

EN ISO 13485 | TÜV Süd approved

A ONE-TO-ONE TALK …

… CAN NOT BE REPLACED. You value reliable consultation? We gladly take our 
time for you. You can reach us via +43 2246 27 3 27. Just call us and we will inform 
you about exhibitions in your area. As soon as you feel the beneficial warmth, usually 
no more words are needed. We are looking forward to your visit! 
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LEGAL NOTICE:
Issued by: b-intense® GmbH, Am Jungfernberg 17,

2201 Gerasdorf bei Wien, www.b-intense.at, office@b-intense.at  

All informations were compiled with care, but are supplied without liability 

and are subject to correction. Reprint only with written authorization. 

Version 11/2019.

.
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INFRARED CABINS

www.b-intense.at/eu

V i e n n a  ·  M o s c o w  ·  T a i p e i

EN ISO 13485 | TÜV Süd approved
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